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Kelly Benjamin
Age 35
Tampa, FL
WMNF Radio/WGXC Radio/Free Speech Radio News Correspondent
“Although my work in public media is at its infancy, I intend to build upon the
lessons learned here and hone my skills and creative insight for identifying and
investigating important under-reported issues. I hope to continue to produce high
quality radio stories in the face of overwhelming odds.”
First, I want to thank you and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting for the
opportunity to attend this year's PRPD conference. It was a great learning and
networking experience that I hope to build on as I continue working in the medium.
I've been asked to tell my story of passion for public media. It goes something like this: I've been listening to
radio since I was in the womb. Music and the voices of djs were heard in my house daily as I grew up. Being
an only child raised by a single mother, the radio became my friend. The music and djs were powerful
influences and fueled a lifetime of infatuation with the medium-- to the degree that I helped start my own
community station in my neighborhood when I was a teenager. That ragtag, shoestring budget pirate station
won the Best Radio Station in the Bay award from our local newspaper two years in a row. It also taught me
the power of the medium to not only play music and entertain, but to tell stories, inform, and help people make
sense of the world around them.
That's part of what led me to pursue radio journalism. As an independent producer, I've been able to tell stories
that emphasize controversial and neglected points of view that often get over looked by larger corporate media
outlets. With these stories, I've striven to offer insight about the social and political environment we exist within
and how they affect our lives. Over the past few years, I've done stories on waste pickers in India, immigrant
farmworkers marching against modern day slavery in Florida, how the economic crisis effects children, and
what fisherman in the Gulf of Mexico had to do to cope with the BP oil spill. I feel that the nature of radio, -simply listening –, pushes one to reflect in a manner that television or the over-stimulation of the internet can
not. I think as society accelerates towards wherever it is we're going, public radio allows us to do something we
seem to be doing and less of as a society: listening to the voices of others and attempting to understand them
and where they're coming from. That's important.
At the Public Radio Program Directors Conference, I met others who shared this passion for radio and, thanks
to AIR, freelancers who share the frustration of making that passion into a career. It's a big pool we're
swimming in, but the Public Radio boat, due to budget cuts and competition from other media, is getting
smaller and smaller. I knew this coming into the conference, but attending workshops and making connections
at the PRPD Conference fined tuned my understanding and gave me more realistic goals.
The Pitching session with Studio 360 was probably the most useful event I attended. I was able to get some
great advice and learn a bit more about the decision making process. This session has already helped me as I
search for interesting and unique story angles about the Occupy Wall Street protests that I am currently
covering in New York.
Another great session came from the Firefox guys and their presentation on the utilization of social media and
online technologies. As I slowly delve into this, attending this session is proving more and more valuable. I also
made some great contacts working the AIR table like Paul Ingles, National Public Radio's Liaison To
Independent Producers. With his help, I've already pitched my first piece to NPR.
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Regarding insight I'll be taking back to my mother station in Tampa, the discussion
about public media filling the void in local reporting left by shrinking commercial newsrooms was of particular
interest. My station is already taking this approach as far as entering new platforms, but there were interesting
perspectives presented regarding how to engage audiences and communities more effectively my diversifying
delivery and having a conversation rather than a stale monologue with a few sound clips.
Thank you again for the opportunity to witness some of the inner workings of the Public Radio industry by
attending this year’s PRPD Conference. Although my work in public media is at its infancy, I intend to build
upon the lessons learned here and hone my skills and creative insight for identifying and investigating
important under-reported issues. I hope to continue to produce high quality radio stories in the face of
overwhelming odds (or austerity measures that are forcing a homogeneous media environment upon us). I see
community and public radio journalism as a valuable resource for news and information in an increasing
consolidated and disconnected news industry. It might not be the most financially lucrative career path to take
at this moment in time, but it's something I'm compelled to do and find very rewarding.
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Ann Bennett
Age 42
Brooklyn, NY
Chimpanzee Productions, Producer
“Public Media has been ‘home’ to me ever since I was a kid. I hope
that all Americans can enjoy and appreciate what has been so
important to me personally and professionally. This can and will
happen as long we move forward with ‘vision, leadership, and resolve’
to achieve ‘digital diversity and dialog.’”
When I got off the train at Baltimore Penn Station, I did not know what
to expect at the Public Radio Program Directors’ conference. I have
been working in historical documentaries for television and this was my first experience attending a public radio
event. I had always been impressed by how my favorite Public Radio programs used the web and social
media to engage audiences, so when I heard about the AIR New Voices Fellowships to attend the PRPD
conference I jumped at the opportunity.
I came to the PRPD conference with hopes of seeing thought provoking presentations and networking with
interesting people – and I was not disappointed. I was most interested in how Public Radio programs were
using new media to interact with current and potential audiences.
The panels on “Leveraging New Approaches to Engage Millennials”, “Finding Success with Social Media,” and
“Beyond Age, Color, Creed: A New Public Media Conversation” were particularly helpful because they all
presented compelling case studies of both successes and challenges to creating innovative and inclusive
programming for Public Radio audiences.
One of my most resonating take-aways was the discussion of the necessity to have Youth Producers work on
Youth Programming in order to create content that will attract and sustain young audiences. It sounds so
simple – but to make that happen it takes vision, leadership, and resolve to put the resources in place to
achieve that goal.
‘Vision, leadership, and resolve’ to make change was a recurring theme that came up in many discussions.
Just as it is important to have young people involved in creating programming for young audiences – the PRPD
panelists resounded the importance of expanding the culture of Public Radio to embrace the expanding and
diversifying cultures of our nation. When Alice Myatt of the National Endowment for the Arts spoke about how
diversity for Public Media was a necessity not just a nicety – I was glad to hear that same day, CPB CEO, Pat
Harrison, speak about the commitment to “Digital Diversity & Dialog.”
For the past three years, I have been working as producer on “Through A Lens Darkly: Black Photographers
and the Emergence of a People” which is a documentary and multimedia outreach project that investigates the
history of African American photographers who have used the medium as a tool for social change. The project
is produced, directed, and written by award winning filmmaker Thomas Allen Harris (“Twelve Disciples of
Nelson Mandela for PBS Series POV) and is co-produced by Deborah Willis Ph.D. a noted scholar,
photographer, and MacArthur Fellow who chairs the Department of Photography & Imaging at the Tisch School
of the Arts at New York University. We are also pleased to introduce our sister project - a new multimedia
community engagement initiative aimed at collecting the photographic images and oral histories of African
American & African Diasporic families entitled, “Digital Diaspora Family Reunion” (DDFR), which went 'live' at
www.DDFR.tv earlier this year with support by from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
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I am so proud to be working on the Public Media projects, “Through A Lens Darkly” (TALD) and “Digital
Diaspora Family Reunion” (DDFR). But I realize that I would not have had the amazing opportunities to work
on innovative television and multimedia programming now, if I had not been raised on Public Radio and
Television as a child and nurtured by the Public Media Professional Development Programs that exist today
(and hope will continue in the future.)
Like many Americans of my generation, some of the first television programs that I ever watched were Sesame
Street, Electric Company, and ZOOM. Growing up in Boston, shows like The French Chef with Julia Child,
Masterpiece Theatre, NOVA, and Say Brother (now Basic Black) were familiar members of my extended TV
family. When I was in college in the late 1980s, the groundbreaking PBS series, “Eyes on the Prize,” inspired
me pursue filmmaking as a career. Now almost two decades later, I feel so lucky to have spent most of my
adult life working in Public Media.
My first big break in television was when I got a job as a production assistant on the PBS mini-series
“America’s War on Poverty” produced by Blackside Productions in Boston and presented by WGBH. I was
very fortunate to have a chance to work on PBS programs like the mini-series, “Africans in America: America’s
Journey Through Slavery” as well as “Citizen King” and “Jubilee Singers: Sacrifice and Glory” for the PBS
series The American Experience. But none of this would have been possible without the opportunities brought
forth during the production of multicultural Public Media programming that had been shepherded by ‘vision,
leadership, and resolve.’
PBS and CPB Training and Professional Development programs have made a world of difference for my peers
and me. The Producers Academy helped me to make the transition to Public Television Producer and Digital
Content Lab and the New Media Institute have given me the opportunities to translate my background in long
format historical documentaries to interactive non-fiction story-telling on a variety of new media platforms. And
now the AIR New Voices Fellowship to the PRPD conference has introduced me to the innovations and best
practices of twenty first century Public Radio.
I am glad to see initiatives like the LOCALORE program that matches independent producers with public radio
and television stations to create new programming and resources that cultivate and expand relationships with
local communities as well as the PUBLIC MEDIA CORPS that creates opportunities to engage and empower
local communities by facilitating partnerships with a diverse corps of media professionals (PMC Fellows), local
institutions, and Public Media Stations.
Public Media has been ‘home’ to me ever since I was a kid. I hope that all Americans can enjoy and
appreciate what has been so important to me personally and professionally. This can and will happen as long
we move forward with ‘vision, leadership, and resolve’ to achieve ‘digital diversity and dialog.’
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Emily Corwin
Age 26
Boston, MA
Independent
Part-time curator, PRX’s Public Radio Remix
“Despite whatever economic or cultural challenges face makers
of public radio these days, I left the conference with light feet
and an excitement in my gut.”
Public radio mission:
I know that I am not the only person experiencing intense
curiosity while riding the subway or at the public library: in spaces that allow me to intersect, however briefly,
with those who seem most different from me. I want to know two things about people who are, in one way or
another, my neighbor -- a distant neighbor, or next-door. I want to know what does it feel like to be you. And
then I want to understand the cultural, political or economic situations that have created our shared and
diverging realities. I think we all entertain a deep curiosity about the life of the business-man or beat-boxer, car
mechanic or teen mother who we see only briefly in passing. Whether I am holding the microphone or listening
in my kitchen, radio is an opportunity for me to peer into the lives of those individuals and institutions, to better
understand the world I am in, and navigate my responsibilities in it.
This year at PRPD:
It’s true that limited resources are one reason why the works of independents like myself are not making it onto
public radio stations. I believe that another reason is sheer lack of contact. Station programmers and program
editors just don’t have enough access to independents and their work to assess the value they could bring to
station programming. I came to PRPD hoping to convince station programmers to dedicate one staff member
to one hour a week for reading pitches and listening to works from independents. But once I arrived I
understood that before embarking on a “2-ears : 1 hour” campaign, I needed to better understand how stations
were connecting with independents and their work.
Throughout the conference, I tracked down 6 station programmers from stations across the country (and CBC
in Canada), to find out when and how they listened to or programmed independent work.
Three things struck me from all of these conversations. First, it seemed that almost everyone I spoke to
genuinely wanted to program innovative content generated outside of his/her station. Second, I was surprised
that more often than lacking the budget to acquire content, or even space in the broadcast schedule, it was
indeed the time to read pitches and listen to potential independent works that programmers were lacking. One
programmer specifically mentioned wishing she had an assistant programmer specifically for that purpose.
And finally, I was interested to learn that PRX was the primary venue stations were using to acquire
independent documentaries, features and limited series, with most stations using it occasionally and a couple
relying on PRX content quite heavily. I believe that all of this information could be useful in a campaign to
move the making of radio toward a more sustainable career path.
Despite whatever economic or cultural challenges face makers of public radio these days, I left the conference
with light feet and an excitement in my gut. Not only had AIR announced the new Localore initiative which
would put independents in direct collaboration with stations, making a new kind of radio -- but two Program
Directors whom I respect deeply sought me out to discuss partnering for a Localore proposal. “Mutually
beneficial indie/station relationships can happen!” I thought. Now I just have some proposals to write.
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Cara Dukepoo
Age 31
Keams Canyon, AZ
KUYI 88.1FM Hopi Radio
“It was plainly clear that as a Public Radio Programming Conference, there
should have been more ‘communities’ represented. I believe that the New
Voices scholarship program is one way to bring ‘fresh, new, innovative’ voices
to the pubmedia area… Jad Abumrad[‘s] energy and story of pushing the
boundaries of public radio was eye-opening and reaffirmed my personal belief
that anything is possible, if you put your mind to it. After attending several
workshops, I realized that the face of Public Radio is changing and that as the
‘New Voices’ our time is now.”
Firstly, I would like to extend my gratitude to AIR for giving me the opportunity to attend the PRPD Conference.
Without the AIR scholarship, I would not have had this unique learning experience. I first heard of the AIR
scholarship through a post on the Native Public Media Facebook page. As I read the application, I really
connected with the scholarship question of “…outlining one big idea for how independent producers and
stations can work together to blend broadcast and digital media tools to expand the tentacles of public radio
stations into the local community.” For that past five years I have served as a community volunteer for my
Native Radio Station, KUYI Hopi Radio, located in northern Arizona on the Hopi Reservation. I am continually
proud of my native public radio station. For the past ten years, KUYI has done a wonderful job in creating a
“Hopi” Public Radio station. The programming truly reflects the community; through the daily sharing of
Community events, a weekly health call-in show with a local doctor, the high school teen show that airs twice a
week, a show dedicated to preserving the farming tradition and practices and many more locally produced
shows. One unique show is the ‘Shooting Stars Hopi Lavayi (language) Radio Project.’
As a community member, I am fortunate to have the opportunity to implement my one big idea with my own
Native Public Radio Station. A 1997 Hopi language survey revealed a startling statistic: 5% of children ages
two to nineteen are fluent in their own Hopi language. If this trend continues, the Hopi Language will be extinct
within two generations. Language is the foundation of Hopi culture and religion. Without it, Hopi would cease
to exist. I believe that public radio is a perfect media tool in revitalizing the language.
My one big idea is working with the Hopi Head Start program, Mesa Media Inc., a local non-profit group
dedicated to preserving the language, and KUYI Hopi Radio in developing a weekly language segment that will
correlate with the Hopi Head Start Language Curriculum. This project was a vision I had when my daughter
was a head start kid. I noticed that the Head Start had an active language curriculum and would send a
calendar with the basic concept listed. But that was it, no other parent involvement. I knew that more could be
done. Finally, I met with the station manager and pitched my idea. And the rest is history. The first language
segments have aired and can be heard, downloaded and shared on the KUYI website. Head Start families
and community members have full access to print materials and audio segments, further allowing language
immersion and learning. It is a great example of how someone like me with the support of my Native Public
Radio station can accomplish positive change in our community
As I attended the PRPD conference, I was surprised to find that I was one of three Native folks attending the
conference. Of the three, two of us were New Voices Scholars. At the opening session, it was stated that this
PRPD conference was one of the biggest, yet I was surprised by the sparse attendance of minority folks. It
was plainly clear that as a Public Radio Programming Conference, there should have been more ‘communities’
represented. I believe that the New Voices scholarship program is one way to bring ‘fresh, new, innovative’
voices to the pubmedia area. I was blown away by the passion and dedication of the PRPD attendees,
especially by the opening session by Jad Abumrad, his energy and story of pushing the boundaries of public
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radio was eye-opening and reaffirmed my personal belief that anything is possible, if
you put your mind to it. After attending several workshops, I realized that the face of Public Radio is changing
and that as the ‘New Voices’ our time is now. The misconceptions of “Public Radio” is covered by a small film
that needs to be stripped away by more community outreach, education and most importantly the doors need
to be opened for community members. As I flew home, I felt a renewed sense of responsibility for my station.
I plan on sharing the knowledge and hopefully pass on some of the PRPD enthusiasm with my fellow
volunteers and radio staff. Thank you AIR staff for this opportunity!
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Rachel Falcone
Age 26
Brooklyn, NY
Freelance multimedia producer and educator; Co-Founder
and Co-Producer of multimedia project Housing is a Human
Right
“I would like to continue in public media because I am as
interested in public media partnerships as the many other
kinds of partnerships that drive the work that we do. I aim to
create content that is not only compelling but meaningful for
communities, and I want to be a part of helping public media
to extend their reach by sharing these voices.”
I found my passion for radio documentary about 6 years ago. I was writing my thesis on the philosophy of time
and also doing field work in Green Haven Prison, one of the many prisons in upstate New York. I was posed to
do a traditional thesis, buried in the philosophy corner of the library, but something extraordinary happened to
me when I began listening to the stories of some of the men that were inside Green Haven. I began to hear
how the time had impacted them and how their view of time was being impacted by their incarceration. I
decided that my thesis couldn’t be written without including their voices and began conducting interviews with
individuals who had spent long stints inside (20 or 30 years); because who better than they to know about time
and it's impact on human experience? I did about a dozen interviews in all, recorded amateurly on my iPod. As
I wasn’t as concerned about sound in those days, one of my favorite interviews was actually done in a Borders
coffee shop in a strip mall just off the highway. I spoke with a woman whose son was on the 8th year of a 25
to life bid. She didn’t know when or if he was ever going to get out of prison. Listening to her made the
experience more real than I ever thought imaginable. Maybe because I am a woman, or maybe because she
was the family member on the outside, I’m not sure. But I could relate to her, and I realized through that
experience that stories have an extraordinary power to build connections between people.
Shortly after graduating, I had the opportunity to work for StoryCorps, the award-winning national oral history
project, and I spent the next two years recording hundreds of stories across the country. A central thoughline of
these stores was the concept of “home” and after returning to New York, I began a storytelling project with a
fellow StoryCorps alum called Housing is a Human Right. We invite people to share stories of their
experiences trying to obtain or maintain a place to call home and share them as audio stories, photographs
and multimedia across multiple platforms. The goal of the project is essentially connection, explicating diverse
narratives in a longstanding housing crisis-from public housing residents struggling against forced evictions to
homeowners fighting foreclosures–and linking them together in a through-line of systemic challenges.
Community engagement is central to our process and over the last three years, the project has grown through
partnerships with numerous housing groups, community groups, neighborhoods and arts institutions.
We have shared stories from the project in nearly every kind of space–from traditional theatres and film
festivals, to vacant storefronts and laundromats. We have only really scratched the surface of sharing the
project through traditional media, but coming from StoryCorps, it has always been our vision to partner with
public media stations to share these stories. I would like to continue in public media because I am as interested
in public media partnerships as the many other kinds of partnerships that drive the work that we do. I aim to
create content that is not only compelling but meaningful for communities, and I want to be a part of helping
public media to extend their reach by sharing these voices.
The extraordinary experience I had at the PRPD conference was wholeheartedly due to AIR’s visionary
leadership. Though it was my first PRPD conference, the groundwork that AIR has laid to make a meaningful
space for independents at the conference is palpable. My biggest takeaway from the conference was a
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reminder of how important in-person meetings can be in this field. It was an honor to
be at PRPD among a such a talented cadre of New Voices; my most rich, in depth conversations were
definitely with fellow New Voices who brought various perspectives and experiences to the table–whether it be
producing a show for their local station, hosting a show, doing similar independent long-form projects, or
having experience working in new initiatives in public media. My colleagues were some of the most insightful
people to process my experience of the conference with and my vision for public media as a whole. Getting the
opportunity to pitch programmers informally through meet and greets (particularly the speed dating session
and the numerous networking events) was also invaluable for getting immediate feedback and seeing how my
work might fit into local programming. In particular, sitting down with one station’s program manager during an
evening event and asking a lot of questions without the pressure of pitching, was incredibly useful to better
understand what an individual station’s needs, goals and biases might be. Opportunities to meet other players
in the public media landscape as well–for example, people working in the film industry or social media
industry–made me hopeful for the future of public radio and was personally useful as the bulk of my work is
cross-platform. Lastly, the opportunity to have a listening session with Pat Harrison, Joseph Tovares and
Necola Staples, and be heard, was definitely a highlight; I can honestly say that I talked to numerous people
that I never would have gotten any time with, particularly in such a meaningful way, without attending the
PRPD conference through AIR.
The sessions were also incredibly on point and clearly on their way to catering more to independents. I was
inspired of course by the presentations of Jay Allison and Jad Abumrad, two visionaries who have pushed the
envelope of public radio for decades. I also was inspired to learn about new initiatives, like the Local
Journalism Centers that some stations are incubating, for example. One of the most exciting sessions for me
personally was when I caught the end of Breeze Richardson’s presentation as part of the Community
Engagement session. It was refreshing to hear how Chicago Public Media is committed to doing the type of
community engagement that is central to our work, and to hear Ms. Richardson talk openly about the
challenges of creating work that is accountable and draws from the rich tapestry of community.
I left PRPD of course with a treasured packet of business cards, every independent producers’ dream. But I
definitely came away much more than that, and I am excited to continue to develop relationships, and to create
and promote work that I hope will have a home on public radio. Thank you so much for the opportunity.
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Michelle Faust
Age 31
Yuma, AZ
KAWC Colorado River Public Media
Morning Edition Host, Spanish Language News Producer
“The encouragement that I received from both my peers and
veterans was the most essential thing that I took home with me.
I could look to many and understand, ‘I could do this - and well.’”
The red ribbon at the bottom of my name tag showing that I was
an AIR New Voices Scholar seemed to reveal my youth and inexperience more than my face or wardrobe did.
I felt like an empty vessel waiting to be filled with knowledge, ideas, anything that I could take home to do my
job better, more efficiently, and more effectively. In the bustling, excited crowd, I found dynamic conversations
with people who had years of experience, people whose work I knew and admired, and new people with
outstanding ideas to share. Overall, the Public Radio Programming Directors Conference in Baltimore
September 20th to the 23rd was well worth my time for the thought-provoking conversations and the inspiring
contacts that were made.
The “Speed-date” session was a great kick-off to the week. I always appreciate opportunities to mix up and
meet new people that I would not likely have met in another situation. This session could have been improved
upon if it had been longer to develop a greater rapport and to explore multiple methods of connecting with an
established audience as well as attracting new listeners. I was pleasantly surprised to meet other AIR New
Voices Scholars with whom I had communicated via email but had not yet met. I met a few people who also
host Morning Edition in their local markets, some with a handful of years of experience, others with several; I
appreciated and found valuable the advice and perspective of both groups. I met news directors, program
directors, independent producers, general managers, people from news stations and music stations; I met
people who contribute to public broadcasting in a great variety of ways with diverse viewpoints that I am
grateful to have had the opportunity to have gotten a new perspective to approach my job in a better way.
Jad Abumrad’s session was lively and entertaining. The central theme, however, was one that has been clear
for quite some time and was repeated throughout the conference. As he clearly pointed out: public radio must
change if it wants to stay relevant and survive. One major obstacle for the continued growth of diversity in the
listening audience for public radio continues to be the lack of young as well as minority investment in public
radio. Public broadcasting must reach out to broader age groups (read: younger), and must expand the
listening audience to include more people of color and people of more diverse socioeconomic backgrounds.
The discussion about what could be done about this began in the session entitled, “Beyond Age, Color, Creed:
A New Public Media Conversation.” I was impressed by the comments and the work done by the people who
spoke in this session, but was disappointed that it ended before more people could speak and advance the
conversation. I do not believe that there is a simple solution to the effort to create a more heterogeneous pool
of listeners, but one approach is to bring in new, younger, more ethnically diverse producers.
Another session that highlighted the new ideas that are conceived by young, diverse producers was the “Pitch
Session.” I had no clue how helpful and encouraging this session would be until I was there. Both the young
people who pitched, of which group I was happy to count myself in the number, and the panel of editors and
producers were informative and inspiring. When I pitched in front of the group, I was extremely nervous, but it
was nice to hear comments from the audience for the rest of the week. One the nervous energy wore off
from having given my pitch, I was happy to hear the great ideas other people have and how to frame a great
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idea to make it most useful and enticing to an editor.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank AIR and CPB for this scholarship to attend the Public Radio
Programming Directors Conference in Baltimore. I left inspired to improve and with the confidence that I could
do it with over time. The excitement I felt prior to arriving at the conference was mirrored, thankfully, in the
people I met and the discussions that we had together. While my confidence in the role and preparation of
public broadcasting was strong coming in, meeting so many individuals with similar commitment and drive, as
well as in personal confidence in my own stills. The encouragement that I received from both my peers and
veterans was the most essential thing that I took home with me. I could look to many and understand, “I could
do this - and well.”
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Samantha Fields
Age 26
Colchester, VT
Vermont Public Radio
Producer/Reporter
“Not only did the scholarship allow me to attend the conference, but
going as a New Voice connected me to a whole group of people in my
age and experience bracket who are doing similar work across the
country… Talking with them over the course of the conference inspired
me to start thinking about new and different kinds of projects that I might
be able to do, and re-energized my passion for public radio and for storytelling.”
The week after Tropical Storm Irene blew through Vermont was a lot of 14-hour days. The show that I produce
for, Vermont Edition, is an hour-long newsmagazine program that airs live from noon to 1 p.m. every day. It’s
rebroadcast at 7 p.m. But the week of Irene, we scrapped all the programming we had booked the week before
in order to cover the aftermath of the storm, and ended up broadcasting live shows in both the noon and 7 p.m.
slots every day, for an hour and a half to two hours each. Overnight, we were essentially quadrupling our
output. We had never specifically talked about or trained for such an extraordinary situation, so we made it up
as we went along.
The vast majority of my time that week was spent calling, booking and pre-interviewing guests, writing up notes
for the host, and line producing while the show was live. Additionally, I wrote and produced a number of spots
for NPR national newscast – a first for me.
It was exhausting, but at the same time, it was probably the most rewarding week I’ve had yet as a journalist.
For the first time in a while I was reminded that journalism, and public media in particular, is a truly valuable
public service. The response from the community to our coverage was enormous. We had hundreds of emails
from listeners every day, and dozens of calls every time the show was on the air. Our record was 120 calls to
the show during one two-hour broadcast. It was clear to us immediately that the station was acting as a lifeline
for Vermonters stranded in towns that had been completely cut off by the storm. Many had no power and no
access to the outside world for days – but whether through battery-powered radios or by sitting in their cars,
they were able to listen to VPR and get updates about road closures and re-openings, about the progress the
utility companies were making, and other vital information.
The public service aspect of journalism is one of the main reasons I was drawn to the field. But it’s one that I
find I can often lose sight of in the daily grind. And it was a great thing to be reminded of during the crazy
week(s) after the storm.
There are many other reasons I love public radio, too. I love writing and telling stories, being creative. I love
getting out of the office and into the field, talking to people and having the privilege of listening to their stories. I
love that I am constantly learning about something new. Working in journalism never gets old or boring. And I
love the richness of sound, and the way it can convey emotions and a sense of a person or a place.
Put all that together, you’ve got a perfect mix (for me, anyway!).
I truly appreciated the opportunity to attend PRPD as one of AIR’s New Voices. Not only did the scholarship
allow me to attend the conference, but going as a New Voice connected me to a whole group of people in my
age and experience bracket who are doing similar work across the country. That was both a lot of fun and
extremely valuable. Talking with them over the course of the conference inspired me to start thinking about
new and different kinds of projects that I might be able to do, and re-energized my passion for public radio and
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for storytelling. And particularly because this was a conference that generally attracts
program directors, it was great to be part of a group of younger people who, like me, are relative newcomers to
the business. There was a great sense of camaraderie and a desire to network and soak up as much
knowledge and as many new ideas as possible.
I also had some great conversations with program directors and others who have many years of experience at
incredible stations and shows across the country (and abroad). I met people who have started their own
shows, and managed to keep them going, sell them to stations, and keep them viable for many years running
now – something that sounds incredibly daunting and challenging, but exciting nonetheless. And I spoke at
length with several program directors who are working in very different markets from mine – some larger,
others significantly smaller. One who currently has no newsroom. From one of those, a potential collaboration
may have been born. (I’ll have to keep you posted on that as it develops.) Regardless of whether or not
anything concrete ultimately results directly from the conference, I can tell you that I made some great
connections with people I know I will cross paths with again in the future. And for me, that’s huge.
As for the actual sessions at the conference, I would say that the most important thing I took away was
inspiration. Jad and Ira, Adam and Audie all gave me a ton to mull over, and got me more determined to think
creatively about different ways to use sound and tell stories. They all reinforced the idea that I shouldn’t feel
constrained by the tried and true public radio sound – which I’ve found is very valuable for me to hear on a
regular basis.
There are times I miss being in school, surrounded by people who share similar interests, in an environment
where my primary responsibility is to constantly be learning new things and exercising my mind. Spending
three days in Baltimore at PRPD was a great mini-dose of all of those things – and I got a huge amount out of
it. Thank you so much for the opportunity. I’m looking forward to the next one!
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Jeremy Helton
Age 36
Alpharetta, GA
The Recollective
Independent Producer
“AIR has been putting its thinking cap on too. It wants Public Radio,
which it loves and supports, to grow bigger, better and stronger. AIR is
finding new ways to persuade Public Radio to eat its broccoli. I am
proud to consider myself and the other New Voices Scholars the
broccoli that Public Radio will totally love if it just gives us a try.”
MAKING PUBLIC RADIO BIGGER, BETTER AND STRONGER
Just before my trip to Baltimore, Maryland for the PRPD Conference I visited with a couple of friends who have
an eleven-month old son named Nashville. Nashville is an awesome kid and is pretty darn lovable. He is
even-tempered, quick to smile, curious and hardly ever cranky. Like a lot of kids, though, he is not a huge fan
of certain fruits and vegetables. His Mom has come up with quite a few ways of introducing these fruits and
vegetables into Nashville’s diet; mashing up the much loathed banana with the absolutely adored graham
crackers, virtually pureeing the carrots and broccoli, about which Nash is somewhat ambivalent, into a yummy
and easily digestible quiche. Kelly wants Nashville to grow up healthy and strong and she is really putting her
thinking cap on to figure out ways to ensure it.
AIR has been putting its thinking cap on too. It wants Public Radio, which it loves and supports, to grow
bigger, better and stronger. AIR is finding new ways to persuade Public Radio to eat its broccoli. I am proud to
consider myself and the other New Voices Scholars the broccoli that Public Radio will totally love if it just gives
us a try.
During the Opening Session: Change and Why Its So Hard, Radiolab host and 2011 MacArthur Fellow Jad
Abumrad made a case for trying new things. He challenged stations to allow producers, newbies and veterans
alike, to experiment, to fail, to upset the broadcast apple cart. Jad understands that straying from the
traditional path can sometimes get you lost but it can also lead to charting new and exciting territory. His
message folds nicely into AIR’s New Voices initiative that brings independent producers and new station
programmers to the PRPD Conference so that they may share fresh ideas and diverse perspectives with local
Public Radio stations from across the country. Bringing 21 New Voices Scholars to the conference was the
equivalent of putting the broccoli on the plate, but AIR was not content to simply present us to the Public Radio
establishment. AIR decided to make it easy for them to digest our ideas and enthusiasm by organizing the
Speed Date Session the day before Jad’s opening address. The idea was to put New Voices Scholars in the
room with program directors and station managers from all over North America so that everyone could get to
know one another. New Voices Scholar Emily Corwin threw down the gauntlet by proposing that the powersthat-be in attendance task a staff member with regularly reviewing pitches from new, independent producers.
That couldn’t have happened without AIR.
New Voices Scholars could be heard throughout the four days of the conference discussing, critiquing
proposing solutions and sharing novel insights into long standing queries. Inspired by New Voice’s Scholar
Luis Perez, I also stepped up to the mic during the Beyond Age, Color and Creed Session. I asked the panel
and attendees to consider some of the regional, socioeconomic and political communities that we often forget
when we talk about diversity in our ranks and in our audience. It was so validating to be heard and to realize
that as far as AIR was concerned “being heard” was not just my right but also my responsibility. I, along with
the other scholars, had an important part to play in making Public Radio better.
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Luckily, my time at the PRPD Conference wasn’t just about work. It was such fun getting to know my fellow
scholars. Everyone was so enthusiastic and supportive of one another. When my pitch bombed at the Getting
to Yes (Perfect Pitch) Session I heard such words of encouragement and support from New Voices Scholar
Michele Faust for pitching a story in the first place. Do you realize how many times I hear the word “no” in this
line of work? A lot. Rarely, however, do I get a pat on the back from a peer or colleague for even trying.
There was a level of camaraderie among those of us brought together by AIR that was priceless. Everyone
seemed just as interested in helping each other as they were in helping themselves. You can imagine how
often the word “community” is used at an event like PRPD, but for the four days of the conference I didn’t just
hear it I experienced it. The best thing about being an AIR New Voices Scholar is that even though the
conference is over I have a feeling that community will extend far into the future.
Finally, I think the pièce de résistance of the entire conference was the AIR Localore Launch Reception. I can’t
imagine the work that went into aligning CPB, member stations around the country and independent producers
for this game changing initiative.
With Localore, AIR and CPB hope to tap gifted, inspired producers to redefine public media for the 21st century
by leading the way for research, experimentation and development of local public stations and their markets. If
Localore pays off not only will local stations better serve the people who already tune in but they’ll become a
hub for more active and diverse listeners in the cities and towns to which they broadcast.
Way to serve up the broccoli, AIR!
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Tonya Hopkins
Age 43
Brooklyn, NY
NBPC
Manager, Outreach & Engagement
Independent producer
“An early “aha moment” I maintained throughout the conference was the feeling
that I had found my tribe, my “peeps”, as I felt very much in my element and very
inspired to dive in further and to begin contributing quality content to the public
radio system.”
I’ve been passionate about public radio since as long as I can remember. To
calm my fidgetiness in elementary school, my mother would turn on the local public radio classical music
station for me to study by. It worked like a charm, near “magical” results. My grandfather who lived with us
grooved to the commercial free/public/listener sponsored jazz station which I quickly grew to love (and which
often replaced classical as my audio homework companion). As early adulthood approached, I maintained my
discerning tastes in media inclusive of an appreciation for meaningful conversations (many of which I captured
from ages 3 to 5 with a microphone attached to an old school tape recorder as host of my own talk “radio
show” where I interviewed family and friends…yes, the audio cassettes still exist!). I grew older and
“discovered” NPR news and talk radio which became my information medium of choice, inherently linked to my
appreciation of and passion for great conversation and ongoing challenge to find consistent sources of it in
today’s media.
Today I work from home approximately 35 to 50% of my time as the Outreach and Engagement manager for
NBPC (National Black Programming Consortium) and as an independent content provider/ writer/ researcher/
producer. Public radio (WNYC – I switch back & forth between AM & FM depending on time of day and
programming) is always on in the foreground and/or background fueling me with relevant information and
fodder for the day and for life. As a reporter/writer/producer, the stories I like to tell are rooted in quality
conversation and in my opinion no other medium except public radio (and public television - a semi-close
second) consistently delivers this.
I don't see the way forward as too difficult - maybe because I'm so new and green to the scene and optimism
overrides. The difficulties or challenges at this stage for me center around: access to quality (free or affordable)
technical training, opportunities to gain studio & production experience, knowing about future
scholarship/sponsorship/grant monies I might qualify for to be able to attend upcoming conferences and to buy
the proper audio equipment , consistently taking the time to maintain networking contacts and
identifying/requesting mentoring opportunities – all the while making a living, running a household, providing
for dependents, etc.
As for creating stronger pathways into the system for me and other new and diverse producers, it would be
great if there were some kind of structured or systematic mentoring program a New Voicer could become part
of if they were so inclined or some other kind of “Next Steps” program to keep momentum going from the
conference.
Public Radio has the power to inform, to inspire, to enlighten others (who are also part of broader diverse
audiences) as it always has and continues to do for me -- if exposed via relevant content and programming
that ignites their passions. I also believe there’s power in the public media by the mere fact that it’s commercial
free. I worked in advertising for several years out of college and was privy to the hidden but high (societal and
individual) cost of commercial endorsement of media. There’s an inherent sense of freedom and lack of
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manipulation at the core of Public Radio which is empowering for many. This may help
to explain why it resonates with so many African American audience members across the board (as we
learned in the survey session).
Re: “What’s at stake?” Public Radio seems to run the risk of losing (or never obtaining) a large portion of the
younger generation, many of whom are not aware that it exists; a generation that is increasingly
multicultural/diverse and the competition for their ears, eyes, etc. is greater than ever in the cluttered
commercial culture in which they are immersed. Beyond finding ways (and relevant content) to speak to this
new audience, Public Radio can’t allow itself to be governed or controlled by representatives of a status quo
not fully tuned into the vast array of different perspectives which diverse producers can help to provide.
Re: connections I made that reinforced or influenced me: out the gate at the speed dating session at I met
many other “New Voice-rs” along with station and independent producers, programmers, station
representatives, show creators/hosts. By the end of what felt like a fast 90 minutes I’d made new friends who I
stayed connected with throughout the conference, met new people through them and very much look forward
to maintaining all of these new connections going forward.
The CPB listening session I found especially and energizing and validating. It was so affirming to know that Pat
Harrison (and many peers in the room!) want(s) to know more about my vision and plans for relevant multicultural food radio programming content/storytelling relevant to all Americans from an African-American/
uniquely American perspective. I look forward to providing more specific detail accordingly.
I was warmed by the amount of support fellow New Voicers (Emily Corwin, Anna Pinkert, Rachel Falcone, Tina
Pamintuan, Michelle Faust, Luis Perez… yours truly, etc.) extended to each other throughout and the
generosity of time and interest expressed from station managers and programmers was simply wonderful.
Station managers, programmers, hosts and executive producers of several Public Radio programs provided
priceless insight, advice and promises of future support. I wish I had access as I type from the office to the (3+
pages) of business cards I collected as there were many, many substantive contacts made and specific
conversations had. And I can’t say enough positive things about the AIR folks who facilitated the scholarships
for us. The quality of conversation and support from Erin Mishkin and Noland Walker stand out in particular. I
look forward to joining and participating in this dynamic organization.
An early “aha moment” I maintained throughout the conference was the feeling that I had found my tribe, my
“peeps”, as I felt very much in my element and very inspired to dive in further and to begin contributing quality
content to the public radio system.
Thank you!
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Emma Jacobs
Age 24
Syracuse, NY
WRVO
LJC Producer
“Public radio has unique tools and immediacy and intimacy – and if we
could maximize their impact for every story, our audience might be
exhausted, but they’d have a lot to think about.”
I work in public radio, translating dense, complicated topics that have a lot of impact into topics we can all care
about. Especially looking at the economy and government, as I do, the issues I cover are multidimensional;
they make changes that last, yet they’re dry and technical and full of inaccessible jargon. It’s complex and it’s
rewarding, and at least sometimes, it feels like my work has an impact.
However, it takes a lot of work to translate the shorthand we use in talking with our colleagues, to help it make
sense to other people, even when they want to learn. And while money’s an obstacle to this tedious translation
work– it seems like a related but separate one has to do with time and communication. I came at PRPD from
the strange position of being in a sometimes independent, sometimes temporary, sometimes station-based
role, at least through the end of my project’s grant in April. I have somewhat unusual freedom for a station
producer. I can take the time to find the metaphor or the character who can be an entry point into
transportation planning meetings or the decisions ahead to find a replacement for our crumbling interstate. I
can look at so-called “incentives” and explain the tax breaks being leveraged to bring companies to and from
our area, along with job creation. I’d like to make this a more concerted part of our coverage at local stations, if
we can find the room and resources.
Public radio has unique tools and immediacy and intimacy – and if we could maximize their impact for every
story, our audience might be exhausted, but they’d have a lot to think about.
This summer, I got a chance to work with three other producers in New York City and a slew of other
volunteers over a weekend - which became the last 48 hours of the national debt crisis. And at the point we
started, I think it was very hard not to have maxed out on the politics. But we decided to ask people for their
stories about “debt.” We were asking for both financial and personal stories. At the end of two days, we had
both. We produced a website full of their accounts, none of which mentioned John Boehner, but each of which
had a message about owing and choices. One of our producers had a trip on Sunday and he cancelled it. He
stayed through 3 a.m. on Saturday night cutting tape, and was back in the morning because we all felt like we
were producing unexpected and interesting stories that we cared about, and thought other people could care
about. But it was hard to know where what we’d done fit on air.
The timeline the speakers in Baltimore – from Planet Money to Radio Lab - tackled again and again was
identifying what they wanted to make, getting space to work, and putting in a lot of grit and effort to make it
right. PRPD was exciting and re-inspiring in the same way as our 48-hour summer project. I was able to meet
and reconnect with amazing people in my field who are doing amazing things. We had conversations about
how to package and time stories for stations to slot in easily. I talked with a lot of independent and stationbased producers about helping out with our next 48-hour foray.
In the end though, the question comes down to how you sustain the energy of conferencing with creative
people in public media? Back home in our daily duties of logging tape, writing scripts, what do we all do to
have a cumulative impact on the sound of our airwaves? It takes so much bandwidth for small, underresourced stations just to fill out their paperwork and get through their basic programming responsibilities.
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However, small stations are well-positioned to reach new audiences and try new things
in small, but high-impact ways. It takes, for example, a lot less feet on the ground to reach a big percentage of
residents of Oswego, New York than of New York City.
I did leave the conference last month feeling that some really focused and pragmatic thinking is still needed
about the collision of new people and projects with traditional stations. Adopting new media and innovative
reporting is messy. Without planning, I think unusual and different approaches and tools can arrive and leave a
station with an individual – as they have in the past at every station - without a lasting impact. Both sides are
looking to try out new models of radio-making for their own economic survival, and out of curiosity. There are
sounds stations would like to adopt and learn from. Likewise, individual producers and reporters benefit from
stations’ experience of making the most of small resources every day. But sometimes I think the meeting
ground is the hardest and most important place. Otherwise, we all start from scratch every time we try
something new.
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Shantell Jamison
Age 26
Chicago, IL
Vocalo
Host and Producer
“The conference was more than a professional learning experience. It taught me
things about myself that I didn’t know. It taught me to believe in parts of myself
that I wasn’t always confident about, and it let me know that I have a
responsibility to public media and the community that the entity serves. People
actually knew what Vocalo was and were genuinely interested in what we’re
doing here. The people are listening and I’m going to give them something to be
proud of!”
Where do I start? Attending the Public Radio Program Director’s conference this
year was phenomenal. I came into the convention with enthusiasm and a thirst for learning. I left, teaching a lot
more than I ever thought I would. That last sentence is extremely important because it has shown me; a young,
urban woman from the south side of Chicago, that what I do not only matters to the voices and the
communities that I represent, but to the entire field of public radio.
Working at Vocalo, I’ve always felt like an outsider. If Vocalo failed, I thought for sure that I wouldn’t have very
much to contribute to public radio stations that operate in traditional formats. I could not have been more
wrong. Attending the conference showed me that I can contribute in a much larger way than I ever imagined.
The panel discussions really helped me to understand my role in the realm of public media. From talking about
issues that are relevant to diverse communities in a way that they understand and relate to, to social media
interaction, I left the conference feeling like not just an innovator, but a leader.
Let’s start with the reason why I got into public radio. Media in general has an issue with not just providing
space for black and brown voices to be heard, but for them to be heard accurately and clearly. For example,
there are always the same images of black men; getting arrested, or playing sports. The stories that are
reported on people of color are rarely positive. Honestly, news outlets are usually reporting on a crime, illness,
some type of poverty, or murder. As a spectator, I grew tired of not just the under-representation, but the
misrepresentation of my people and I decided to do something about it. I went to school to become a journalist.
Public radio’s different from other media outlets because it allows stories to be told in their purest form. Instead
of a narrator telling you what they want you to hear, you hear from the direct source of information. This
eliminates the middle man and the source can speak for themselves. So everyday I hit the ground running,
recorder in hand, capturing the voices of the people and playing them on the air. This is liberating to me
because I know that whoever it is that I’m talking about, or whatever it is that I’m representing is accurately
being portrayed in the way that they want to be.
Not everyone has been positively responsive to what Vocalo is embarking on. We all know that change isn’t
something that people are easily accustomed to so diversifying public media is no different. Vocalo in
particular, has had a number of trashy articles written about the project, but that is just motivation. As a
member of the staff, I know that we are on the brink of something great. I work on this project because
individuals who wouldn’t normally be heard on public radio are provided the opportunity to be. Everyone has a
voice and everyone is entitled to be heard. It’s not a privilege but a human right. Public radio’s exactly that, for
the public. So shouldn’t it reflect the world that it’s supposed to serve? Last time I checked, there were more
than old white liberal men on the earth. Public radio needs to reflect the true diversity of the world. Women as
leaders and revolutionaries. The LGBTQ community. Millenials. The Baby Boomers. The old generation.
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Conservatives. Republicans. The rich. The poor. The haves and the have-nots. Hell
the Aliens! LOL. It really needs to convey the thoughts, feelings, opinions and authentic stories of everyone.
And that is why I’m in public radio.
Next, let’s talk about the connections that I made at the conference. For some odd reason, older, more
experienced people who I’ve never meet in my entire life will take me under their wings. The PRPD conference
was a hub for that which is another reason that I am grateful to CPB and AIR. At the network speed dating
event, I ran into a woman by the name of Barri Scott. She immediately took to me and started pointing out
people who I needed to know in the business and make myself available to. That small display gave me a little
bit of confidence where I felt like I could actually network! I’m kind of shy believe it or not and networking has
never been my thing. The next person that I met was a woman by the name of Judith Sloan. We were
scheduled to man the AIR table and hit it off immediately. Next thing I know, she giving me advice on how to
navigate interpersonal issues and friending me on Facebook. The conference was more than a professional
learning experience. It taught me things about myself that I didn’t know. It taught me to believe in parts of
myself that I wasn’t always confident about, and it let me know that I have a responsibility to public media and
the community that the entity serves. People actually knew what Vocalo was and were genuinely interested in
what we’re doing here. The people are listening and I’m going to give them something to be proud of!
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Sharon Mashihi
Age 27
New York, NY
State of the Re:Union, soon to be Studio 360 Intern
“The size of one voice in my ear at a time, real people sharing stories
from their lives… it felt like something I could hold. I began volunteering
for what was then my local station, KALW in San Francisco. I valued
the simplicity of starting out with one question, finding a person or two
who might have insight into that question, and then going out to meet
them with a microphone. I enjoyed the task of listening – first in the
interview and then again and again in the editing process as I tried to
parcel out the essence of what the person was saying. This work was
more my size – small in its simplicity, but huge in the scope of what it could do; how many people it could
inform and affect. So that’s why public radio.”
Experienced radio producers say that if you’re working on a story and trying to figure out how to shape it, go to
a bar and tell that story to your friends. Notice the parts you’re most excited to tell. Notice where your friend
lights up, what seems irrelevant, what surprises. Then use that information to produce your piece. I think
that’s good advice and that it can be applied to a producer’s own story as well.
I have spent the last year – since I decided to “go for it” in radio – telling my story again and again. Applying to
school, jobs, grants, meeting people here and there, I’m asked why I decided to change careers, why I want to
devote myself to public radio and the communities it serves. The more times I tell my story, the more I
crystallize why it is I’m here, what I’m doing, and where I plan to go. A conference like PRPD is extremely
valuable for just that reason. It’s an opportunity to tell all kinds of people what my own story is and to listen to
theirs. In the process, the nature of my passion shifts as I become inspired by others and learn from their
experiences.
If I were interviewing myself, this is the moment when I would ask, “So then, what is your story? And how did it
change at PRPD?”
Well, I studied film production in college. I worked on movies for a couple of years, but the medium wasn’t
quite right – it felt too big. So I started working in theater. The finitude of the theater walls and the intimacy of
live performance suited me more. But at the end of the day, with crews dozens of people big, elaborate sets,
and the distance between theater culture and the rest of the world – my new medium still felt too big.
Meanwhile, little by little, I became a public radio listener. The size of one voice in my ear at a time, real
people sharing stories from their lives… it felt like something I could hold. I began volunteering for what was
then my local station, KALW in San Francisco. I valued the simplicity of starting out with one question, finding
a person or two who might have insight into that question, and then going out to meet them with a microphone.
I enjoyed the task of listening – first in the interview and then again and again in the editing process as I tried to
parcel out the essence of what the person was saying. This work was more my size – small in its simplicity,
but huge in the scope of what it could do; how many people it could inform and affect. So that’s why public
radio. I haven’t left the mediums of film or theater completely, but I tend to find more meaning in the work I do
here.
Before applying for the New Voice Scholarship, I wondered if I was at the right place in my career to attend
PRPD. Having graduated from the Salt Institute of Documentary Studies just months ago, I am still at the
beginning. I’ve only produced a handful of stories and I am at the start of an internship at the show Studio 360.
I wondered if it would have been better to attend once I was more established and had more clarity of purpose.
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So I wrote to Erin Mishkin, the membership coordinator at AIR, and asked for her
advice. Erin said that now was the perfect time to apply, so I did. And I feel very lucky that she gave me that
push.
On the first day of the conference, before it even officially started, I attended AIR’s speed dating event, where it
immediately became clear that I was in the right place. One of the first people I was paired with was Jo Anne
Wallace from KQED News in San Francisco. I immediately recognized her name because I had pitched a
story to her just a couple of months prior. Jo Anne had passed on the story, partly because she preferred to
develop a relationship with a freelancer before accepting his or her work. Well, here was Jo Anne sitting right
in front of me, giving me the chance to establish that very relationship. Two minutes later, I was sitting across
from a woman named Robyn Tenenbaum, the executive producer of a radio variety show in Portland, Oregon
called Live Wire. I told Robyn about a performance piece I’m working on that incorporates elements of audio
documentary and she was immediately interested in having me on the show. Before sitting in front of Robyn, I
hadn’t even considered that there could be a radio venue for Deconstructed Documentary Live. But the more
times I found myself talking about the performance piece, the more I realized how important the project was to
me. It was completely relevant and creatively satisfying to discuss it with fellow producers and radio
programmers. Fast forward to my next date at the session – Kara Oehler. Just two days before, I had been
sitting with a friend talking about how Mapping Maine Street was such an incredible project – and here was
Kara Oehler, the project’s creator, sitting right in front of me. Then it dawned on me that now that I am an
independent producer working in public radio, all of these people who have been celebrities to me are now my
peers. In that way, PRPD was a great equalizer.
I’ll say it again: I feel very lucky that I applied to this scholarship and that I received it. Conferences like PRPD
are prohibitively expensive for independent producers like myself, particularly when we are just starting out and
making even less money than established producers who - as we all know - also don’t make much money.
Many times while I was at PRPD, the folks at AIR asked my fellow New Voices and myself what the powers
that be could do to create new pathways into public radio for diverse producers. Diversity is a big word and it
can pertain to many variables. There is racial, cultural, economic, and generational diversity, to name a few.
Though I was raised with economic privilege, I sometimes ride on the coattails of this word because I am first
generation Iranian American. Hopefully, my background colors my perspective on the world and therefore the
way I tell stories. But I think that once I am given a way into the industry – and I feel that little by little, I am
being given that way – the burden of diversity is actually on me. I have to seek out stories I am uniquely
qualified to tell (or at least uniquely aware of) – and tell them. Last week, it was inspiring to meet my fellow
New Voices and to learn about the ways they were making strides in putting their communities first. It
reminded me to adjust my own story about my plans in public radio. Lately, I’ve been so fixated on getting a
job - on surviving financially as a producer - that I’d forgotten the sense of purpose that made public radio so
appealing in the first place. Now I am inspired to work on the career piece and the purpose piece both at the
same time. I thank the wonderful people I met at PRPD for reminding me of that.
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Dara McDougall
Age 19
White Earth, MN
Niijii Radio Broadcasting
Station Developer/Intern
“Public Media is a way to unite our people’s issues and concerns, and
through this medium of communication, bring forth ideas that could lead
to prosperity. Going to the PRPD conference cemented that belief for
me.”
After having attended the AIR@PRPD conference in Baltimore, my
entire opinion on public radio has changed. Growing up on reservations, tribal radio stations were a given.
I’ve had family work for or volunteer for them, and safely assumed that it was just another music station with
some pow wow songs in the mix. It wasn’t until I was older and started listening to “Native America Calling”
that I realized that there was more than just music that tribal radio stations had in common. They have a
united culture; while there may be differences in the languages and ceremonies, almost every reservation has
the same issues: Drugs, alcoholism, the reality of sovereignty, historical trauma, etc. Absorbing the
conversations held on “Native America Calling,” I began to realize the importance of communications and
public media as another source of identity for my people. And that’s where my passion began.
Entering into University this past year, I knew I wanted to work for my people, but in what capacity was the
question. I assumed, along with every other person in my family, that I would go pre-med, then medical
school, and then Indian Health Service. It wasn’t until I started taking pre-med courses that I realized how
disinterested I was in science. I had a surface interest in it, yes, but that was as far as it went. I wanted to
change reservation life for the better, but it could no longer be in medicine. And so, I decided to take the next
year of university off. I went home and started looking for internships.
I fell into the internship I’m in now through the Executive Director of the non-profit who was a family friend, and
listened as my mother (who was a grant writer for the same company) explained this new project they were
starting construction on. When I realized that it would be a tribal-run radio station, I became impartial. It
wasn’t until she started an in-depth explanation for me and how it would be an extension of the company’s
goals that I realized where this opportunity could take me. “Native America Calling” was the beginning of my
passion for public media, true, but in some ways it was the end. It was a national broadcast, and almost every
other program of substance on tribal radio stations I grew up with weren’t local in any way. This internship was
an opportunity to change that, to bring what’s important to my community to the forefront of the reservations’
mind. One thing the executive director, Winona LaDuke, said to me this past year which has been in my mind
ever since was, “How can we be sovereign people without the ability to sustain ourselves?” Public Media is a
way to unite our people’s issues and concerns, and through this medium of communication, bring forth ideas
that could lead to prosperity. Going to the PRPD conference cemented that belief for me.
I believe that it was American Public Media’s CEO that really brought home takeaway points for me. This idea
of diversity, the ever important emphasis on content, and the idea of bringing marketing into the equation was
intriguing. As a minority, diversity is a complex suggestion. Even though in general a tribal radio station brings
diversity to public radio, it doesn’t bring diversity to the site it’s located. Having been included in programming
for the radio station I work for, I can safely say that all our content is focused on what the tribe would
appreciate. What it isn’t focused on is the others located within our reach, we haven’t reached out to the farm
community surrounding us, or the other tribes located nearby, or even any other Native culture besides
Aniishinaabeg. A community radio station shouldn’t be focused on just one aspect of its community. This led
to the content aspect of his discussion, and the idea of tailoring content to impact our community in a different
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approach. Our radio station constantly has discussions on a News program; whether
we need one or its importance if we already have a tribal newspaper. His perspective, along with NPR’s
discussion the next day, allowed me to bring a new point of view back to talk about. His discussion of
marketing was appealing as well, because with my history in business associations, it was another way to
broaden the scope of Niijii, in its radio processes and beyond.
While the mealtime speeches and discussions and sessions were informative, it was the conversations I held
with my peers that really allowed my ideas and enthusiasm to grow. Talking with people—whether they be
independents, program directors, or station employees—gives an intimacy to the conference that has people
coming back year after year. It was in this setting that allowed me to meet people who could give me advice
on my personal situation and how best to go about being part of a new radio station. The other New Voices
especially, I was able to relate to and take from their own experiences lessons to better my own journey in
radio. One New Voice who was from the Hopi Reservation, Cara, renewed my passion for public media and its
abilities. A person who has faced adversity and can pull through to provide a foundation of culture for her
people is who I aspire to be, and exactly what she has done. People like her, who set examples and
precedents, allow people like me to dream what it could be like for my own people and inspire me to actually
set forth and try and change the stagnancy that exists.
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Monica Montanez Nowakowski
Age 33
Phoenix, AZ
Campesino Radio Network
Producer
“The infusion of new blood and enthusiasm into what many outsiders consider
a tired medium is what is going to not only keep public radio alive, but give it
second life. As soon as I began conversing with some of my fellow New
Voices, the wheels in my head began turning about how my network could
either integrate or tackle some of the same issues and projects they had taken
on. Stories were exchanged, ideas were bounced off of people, and bonds were created.”
I labor for a radio network that manages both public radio and commercial stations. This duality puts our
stations at the vanguard of being both community advocates and competitors for other Spanish-language
stations that share our markets. In the juxtaposition of our network with other commercial networks, the
difference is easy to see; at the core of other networks is financial interest but the driving force at our nexus is
community. This is a characteristic that for many years I had believed was exclusive to our organization but
after my experiences at the PRPD Conference this year, I am surprised, humbled, and inspired to realize that it
something we share with every single individual I encountered during my four days in Baltimore.
The opportunity afforded me because of the New Voices Scholarship, an opportunity I would not have had
without the scholarship, has created a more profound commitment to my service in public radio. Being able to
interact on a personal level with both veterans and rookies of the public radio scene brought to light exactly
how dedicated to their cause everyone is. This not only supports my decision to work in public radio, but
reignites my passion for what I have to offer my community.
I began in public radio not because I thought there was a message I needed to be sending out, as is the case
with a lot of the people I had a chance to interact with, but because I needed a job and the local public radio
had a receptionist position open. As I grew to know the station, and more importantly the organization, that
hired me, my focus quickly shifted from remaining gainfully employed to becoming a voice and activist for my
community. This is an ideal that is instilled in everyone that comes to work for our organization, and I was
quickly infected by the passion for service and the drive to be leaders.
Now, eight years and several titles later, I have been given the opportunity to engage the audiences we serve
with our educational programming by integrating them digitally into our shows and allowing them to interact
with our hosts and content. This was a major area of focus for me in attending this year’s conference and I
was able to glean an abundance of pertinent information on how to reach my goals from poignant viewpoints of
people who know what a tried and true approach is.
Of course the panel experts offered a wealth of information in the different sessions I attended, but what I
found more beneficial than anything else were the evening networking mixers that gave me, and other New
Voices, a chance to interact with a concentrated amount of experience and knowledge in the form of public
radio professionals who were open, honest, and welcoming to all of us who are only beginning to traverse the
ground they have already traveled. These events allowed the giving and receiving of questions and answers,
not just from the veterans to the rookies, but also with New Voices sharing big ideas and visions of what we
believe will be our contribution to public radio.
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After all has been said and done, I would have to say honestly that what impressed me
most throughout my time at the conference were my fellow New Voices. Unlike the majority of my New Voices
companions, I have the luxury of being employed by a very successful radio network that not only provides for
me financially, but also allows me to feel good about the work I do. To hear about the proverbial blood, sweat,
and tears that some of these independent producers put into their work simply for the passion they have for
public radio is admirable and awe inspiring. Even when I believed myself to be fully committed to the things I
want to accomplish in public radio, seeing their level of dedication and the vigor with which they attack the
obstacles that lie in their paths raises the bar for everyone. The stories they are trying to tell, the causes they
are advocating for, the communities they are seeking to serve, all are exactly the types of things that public
radio is supposed to represent. The infusion of new blood and enthusiasm into what many outsiders consider
a tired medium is what is going to not only keep public radio alive, but give it second life. As soon as I began
conversing with some of my fellow New Voices, the wheels in my head began turning about how my network
could either integrate or tackle some of the same issues and projects they had taken on. Stories were
exchanged, ideas were bounced off of people, and bonds were created. This above all else makes me grateful
for the opportunity the CPB and AIR gave me. From the sincerest part of my soul, thank you!
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Tina Pamintuan
Age 36
Brooklyn, NY
CUNY Graduate School of Journalism
Director of Radio Projects and Initiatives
“During Jay Allison’s closing remarks, I was happily reminded that public
media was founded with the mission of education. After all--at this point-I’m as much a teacher as a journalist. I’m deeply invested in the growth of
public media--not only as a practitioner, but also as someone who is
helping to educate the next generation.”
When I think about my relationship to sound and storytelling, I think about
the moment in third grade when I learned to record voices by plugging a
pair of headphones into the mic jack of a stereo. It was the era of cassettes and mixed tapes, the era of the
Go-Go’s and Cyndi Lauper. My friends and I spent hours making recordings after school. In between tapings of
our favorite pop songs, we told stories, we gossiped, we giggled. I fell in love with the awkward pauses, the
voices, the sound of unpredictability.
There are other memories too. I spent a year in eighth grade volunteering for an after school program for
kindergarten children at risk. Midway through the year, I discovered that the most nervous and troubled fiveyear old would crawl into my lap if I offered to tell her a story. She would close her eyes, but she wasn’t
sleeping, she was listening.
Last of those ear-shaping experiences: I spent a summer in high school helping a legally blind older woman at
a nursing home. She called me her radio when I read to her. Or, when I walked her around the grounds and
described what was in bloom, the fancy cars in the lot, what her friends were wearing that day. She’d lost her
physical ability to see, but her wit and curiosity remained intact. “Did Alice look exasperated with her
husband?” “Who was sitting with whom at the dining tables?”
She was my radio too. She told me about the excitement of seeing a Zeppelin airship at the Chicago World’s
Fair as a child, about growing up in the rural Midwest on a farm.
This year marks my 18th year in radio, and my 14th in public media.
In those years, I’ve been a college and community radio deejay, worked at NPR, started and led a teen radio
project, wrote a thesis on public media, freelanced as a radio and podcast producer, taught media workshops
in tough New York City public schools, and, in my current job as the radio director at the CUNY Graduate
School of Journalism, built a curriculum founded on the journalistic principles--if not always the sound--of public
radio.
I am extremely grateful for this job--it’s pushed me professionally and allowed me to look at public radio from a
distance and through the eyes of my students, who are its newest voices. They come to us from all five
boroughs, 38 states, and over 50 international cities. During Jay Allison’s closing remarks, I was happily
reminded that public media was founded with the mission of education. After all--at this point--I’m as much a
teacher as a journalist. I’m deeply invested in the growth of public media--not only as a practitioner, but also as
someone who is helping to educate the next generation.
It isn’t always easy.
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In 2008, several shows in public radio lost funding. NPR cut 7% of its staff. Good
journalists and friends lost their jobs. On more than one occasion, I was in class when I received a text or tweet
about a lay-off, a show being pulled from the air. The irony always struck hardest at those moments. I was
giving out assignments to prepare people for an industry and at the same time wondering about the direction
and health of that industry. It forced me to think about what public media truly is. On the surface, it is the
system of CPB and listener supported stations and nationally syndicated shows--but more importantly--it’s a
way of educating and communicating with people that, at it’s very best, creates an engaged and informed
community.
Beyond funding for public media, there is the question of growth in programming and sound, and the difficult
question of ethnic and economic inclusiveness. Over the years, my understanding of how I can contribute to
the system has grown. I think more about how I can help make institutional change. I’m looking forward to the
next phase of what public media can and should offer. And, I want to help that happen by building a place
where play and experimentation is nurtured and encouraged.
So I’m hoping to create our own radio station at the CUNY Graduate School of Journalism. It will be called 219
Radio after our physical address on West 40th Street in Times Square. It will have a backbone of news and
information programming with live music and plenty of space to showcase independent producers both from
CUNY and outside of it. I’m looking for collaborators, supporters, well-wishers. I’m looking for a radio tribe to
help me build it.
When I got this conference scholarship, I wondered whether I could really be described as a “new voice.” But-if that means having a passion and commitment to fresh ways of telling stories and making space for diversity
(in its many forms) in public media, then I think I am. And, much more importantly, I think 219 Radio can be
that.
There’s a long way to go. Stayed tuned.
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Luis Perez
Age 29
Chicago, IL
Vocalo Radio
Host/Producer
“I understand now that public radio needs innovation
desperately, but also that innovation means more than just
innovation of content. Public radio needs innovation of
audience, innovation in strategies, expanding markets, modes of
distribution, processes of work flow... The entire system rife with
opportunities for innovation. Public radio has not yet met it’s full
potential. I am confident that we, the young new voices of
America, will collectively push public media closer to that potential. We have to, its a public service, and our
responsibility to the public.”
What I love about public media is the philosophy of using media as a public service. I grew up in an era of
MTV, cable television, block programming, and blockbuster films. Growing up, media was doing nothing more
than entertaining me and trying to get me to get my parents to buy me toys, kids meals, and cereal. That’s
what media was to me, a platform for entertainment and sales pitches. I’ve learned that it can be so much
more than that.
My name is Luis Antonio Perez, I am a host and producer at Vocalo Radio in Chicago. Vocalo is a project of
Chicago Public Media (WBEZ) launched in 2007 as an effort to reach non-traditional public radio audiences. I
hadn’t had any experience in radio or broadcasting before arriving at Vocalo four years ago. Today, I am a full
fledged public radio ambassador. When I got word that AIR was awarding me an opportunity to attend the
conference I knew it was going to be an enlightening experience.
I expected fully to pick program directors’ brains and better understand what their decision making process is
like and better understand some of the obstacles they struggle with day to day and program to program.
Instead I had a different and more rewarding experience.
During the AIR Speed Date session I randomly met Todd Mundt, program director at Louisville Public Radio.
We only had 3 minutes to talk so I asked Todd, “What do you need at LPR?” Without hesitation he answered,
“Innovation.” I immediately jumped in asked more about the station and before I knew it, we were discussing 4
different ways LPR could innovate within the midday. Although I didn’t know Todd or work at Louiville Public
Radio I gave him everything I could in 3 minutes. I left that short comversation feeling that he and I were well
on our way to doing something different at LPR.
In the same session I met Glynn Washington from Snap Judgement and had a similar experience. Hello. Who
are you? What do you need? Here’s some ideas. It was only the first day and already I had traded insight
with a dozen people the trip was already an insightful one.
Public media has provided me with more opportunities than I ever appreciated beyond my career. As with
many kids of Latin American parents Spanish was the only way we communicated with each other. Even to
this day, both my parents speak very little English. By the time I entered kindergarten I was fluent in both
Spanish and English. How? By watching Sesame Street. Public media provided for me, a 4 year old child, a
program that was entertaining and educational. Isn’t that crazy? Public media freaking taught me English! It
blows my mind even today.
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The first time I heard public radio I was 19 years old. I had a small studio apartment in
Chicago and was working part-time while going to college. On the way home after another long day I stumbled
upon some interesting programming on the low end of the radio dial. When I got to my apartment I set my
alarm for the next day and measured out the clock radio to the frequency I had heard earlier. I found that
station again, WBEZ Chicago 91.5 FM. I collapsed on my floor exhausted and overwhelmed. Then the radio
whispered, “From WBEZ Chicago, it’s this American Life... I’m Ira Glass.”
I couldn’t believe what I was listening to. This was like nothing I had ever heard before. Radio was supposed
to be loud, obnoxious, and annoying. It was supposed to play songs I would eventually become sick of while
DJ’s shouted and laughed about some concert. Once I head a story on the radio everything changed. Six
years later I was hired at Vocalo and had become part of this whole storytelling radio thing. Now, 4 years into
my career I am public radio junkie and contributor.
When I was looking for a word to describe what the experience of attending the Public Radio Program
Directors conference was like I couldn’t settle on one. Transformative, inspirational, educational, confidence
building, awe-striking… It was an unforgettable experience. I have to thank organizations like Association of
Independents in Radio who awarded me the scholarship that enabled me to attend the conference, as well as
Vocalo for both giving me the opportunity to experience the ins and outs of public radio in a way that would
never have happened if it wasn’t for each organizations giving me a chance to learn. In the same breath a
thanks needs to go to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting who provides much the funding and supports
both of these organizations and that one show that taught me English.
After 4 blissfully dizzying days the conference came to an end. I was trying to remember my conversations
with Bill Davis, Brooke Gladstone, Al Letson, Jake Shapiro, John Barth, Torey Malatia, Jesse Thorn, Glynn
Washington, Roman Mars, Katya Rogers, Ann Alquist, Jason Hughes, and Ruben Stern when I ran into Todd
Mundt, the guy from Louisville Public Radio. Apparently he was also Chair of the PRPD. I was sharing with
him some of my awesome experiences, how cool I thought Patricia Harrison was, how awesome Jad Abumrad
and Jay Allison’s speeches were and summed up my experience like this. “Man, I feel like I’ve been training for
days and all of my muscles are painfully sore and all I can think about is how can’t wait until I can get back
home and continue training stronger than I was before.” That really is what it felt like, and I do feel stronger.
I understand now that public radio needs innovation desperately, but also that innovation means more than just
innovation of content. Public radio needs innovation of audience, innovation in strategies, expanding markets,
modes of distribution, processes of work flow... The entire system rife with opportunities for innovation. Public
radio has not yet met it’s full potential. I am confident that we, the young new voices of America, will
collectively push public media closer to that potential. We have to, its a public service, and our responsibility to
the public.
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Anna Pinkert
Age 26
Cambridge, MA
WBUR
Fill-in producer/Independent
“I want to continue to tell stories that contribute to that conversation, that offer
other people insights (no matter how small) into lives that are not at all like their
own. I want to keep asking questions, and listening patiently for the answers to
come.”
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Not Give Up on Radio
I’ll start with a scene, because that’s what any good radio producer should do:
I’m sitting in my car in a parking lot in Portland, Maine. I’m hungry. I’m freezing. It’s sometime in November,
and I’m trying to finish my very first radio story. It’s not going terribly well. I can’t quite figure out what the
tension is in the story, I’m juggling too many characters, and I’m starting to dream in ProTools. But for the
moment, it doesn’t really matter, because I’m listening to Radiolab. The story that is both distracting and
inspiring me is Lulu Miller’s piece, “Falling in Love,” about a couple (Sarita and Simon) who come together and
fall apart. What struck me about that piece – and still grabs me today – is that it’s just a pair of interviews. Lulu
talks with Sarita, and Lulu talks with Simon. All the images, the emotions, the scenes – those are all told with
words. All radio comes out of simple conversation. Sometimes we speak to our interviewees, sometimes they
speak to us. Sometimes we speak to each other, and sometimes our work does the talking.
In his keynote address, Jad Abumrad spoke about change – the need to fearlessly confront the many issues
that public radio faces today. I want to be a part of that change. I spent the first part of my career making
interactive games and videos for museums. I see a future for public media in which the walls between audio,
video, and the web disappear. Producers will focus on picking the right medium to tell the story – and
exchange ideas and tools with each other to make that happen. I started working in radio because, in this field,
simple aesthetics and smart storytelling I love are valued. I firmly believe that those same storytelling
techniques can be applied in the interactive world, and make both better. I loved watching a group of radio
professionals staring in awe at “Moments” – a short film commissioned by Radiolab to accompany an episode
of the show. Jad said that there was no financial incentive to make that video – and I would guess that there is
no demand from their listeners for “more video!” Creating what’s next also means making media that no one
knows they want to see just yet. Public radio can’t just glom on to the latest trends – the community of
producers and program directors has to show the audience something new and unexpected. That means
investing in interactive media that is as rich and imaginative as the very best radio stories.
Coming to PRPD allowed me the space to become re-invested in radio as a whole. I now lead two lives: One
as an independent radio producer, and the other as a fill-in producer on a daily news magazine show. A radio
station is often a frantic place, where conversations are plentiful but utilitarian. By contrast, in my independent
life I work alone, without the benefit of constant face-to-face interaction. Some of my greatest inspiration
throughout the conference came from my fellow New Voices. Radio continues to attract some of the brightest,
quirkiest, most interesting storytellers in the country. I found myself inventing a historical sonic scavenger hunt
with Emma Jacobs, and coming up with new ways to capture the sound of culinary traditions with Tonya
Hopkins. These conversations matter to me because independent radio can often be a solitary pursuit. Radio
producers need to communicate – we’re at our best when we keep talking and listening.
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I also felt extraordinarily lucky to interact with movers and shakers within public media.
Pat Harrison and the rest of the participants from CPB carefully listened to our stories, concerns, and
ambitions. Celeste Wesson of Markteplace listened to my pitch about local beer and offered me feedback that
will make me a better independent producer. Simply walking down the halls of the Hilton offered opportunities
to listen to and talk with producers and program directors from across the country. I hope that in the future,
more face-to-face conversations will be possible for independents, shows, and stations.
I am a harsh critic of my own field – but only because I feel obliged to make it better for the next producer who
is stuck in a freezing parking lot listening to the radio and hoping for inspiration. When I look around the radio
landscape, I can always think of ways that stations could better incorporate new media, or broadcast more
diverse voices. I believe that producers need to be compensated at a level that demonstrates that managers in
this field value creative, thoughtful content. But I also think that radio offers young producers the very best
chance to make terrific work right out of the gate. All you need for radio is a microphone, a recorder, and a
great conversation. In a media landscape filled with copy-and-paste journalism, public radio can be the place
where people go to listen. As Jay Allison said in his benediction – public radio can be a space for civil
conversation. I want to continue to tell stories that contribute to that conversation, that offer other people
insights (no matter how small) into lives that are not at all like their own. I want to keep asking questions, and
listening patiently for the answers to come.
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Audrey Quinn
Age 26
Brooklyn, NY
Independent/science radio reporter
“Perhaps most wonderfully, I met independent radio veterans who
assured me it is possible to make a lifelong career from this work, and
gave me some of the most sound and direct professional advice I've yet
to receive. The conference strengthened my conviction that if I continue
with such confidence in my work, and diligence to pushing myself, I'm
going to succeed in this business.”
Some people grow up listening to public radio like other people grow up Democrat or Catholic, it's just part of
their family's identity. Me, I'd never even tuned in to my local NPR station until just before I started interning
there. But within a few months of discovering public radio, specifically science radio, I knew it would shape the
rest of my life.
In late 2008 I was finally coming to terms with the fact that I might not be cut out for my current career. In
college I'd channeled my fascination with brains and behavior into a neuroscience degree. Since then I'd
worked in a number of research labs. I'd performed hippocampus surgery on mice, used MRI scans to
measure brain volumes of children with autism, and analyzed electrical signals coming from people's scalps
when they saw pictures of faces. On paper that might sound really interesting, and I did love talking about
neuroscience research and the theories behind it. But no matter how much I liked the bigger picture behind my
lab duties, for me the daily reality of the work felt repetitive, lonely, and frankly, dull. I started seeking out
volunteer work in hopes of discovering something I felt more excited about. While in a training to help at a
woman’s shelter, I heard a lecturer make a comment about mental illness that contradicted current research. I
talked with him afterward, and surprised myself by how passionate I was to share my science knowledge. “You
know what?” he told me, “You should start a neuroscience podcast.”
That suggestion really caught me off guard. I'd been ready to give up on science forever, it just didn't seem to
be working out for me. I wasn't quite ready to follow his advice, but I credit him for first giving me the idea that
maybe science wasn't wrong for me, I just needed to go about it in a different way. A few months later I met a
woman from the local community radio station. She encouraged me to attend their reporter training classes.
After I'd done my training and explained my research background the news director began assigning me
science features. I still remember gathering my first bit of tape, a conversation with a climate change scientist.
My microphone hand shook throughout the entire interview, but I loved learning about the research he'd
conducted. Better yet, a few days later I heard my story on the air and realized I'd just gotten to share that
learning experience with a few hundred other people. I started spending a couple of days a week at the station,
addicted to the process of fine-tuning scripts, editing cuts, and mixing my own stories. I'd never done anything
before that brought with it such pride and enjoyment.
Within a six month period, producing radio went from a passing fancy to something I was determined to spend
the rest of my life pursuing. I knew that to move forward I needed to break into a larger audience. I started
transcribing tape for a reporter at my local NPR affiliate station to figure out what this national public radio thing
was all about. She helped me land the station's reporting internship, where I learned how to produce news and
feature stories for wider broadcast. I realized that if I wanted to continue spending so much time making radio I
needed to get paid for it, and that wasn't going to happen at my intern and volunteer-saturated local radio
station. So a year ago I followed a whim and moved to New York City where I started getting serious about
freelancing. It's taken more focus than I ever thought I had, but the pay-off has been the excitement of getting
to work with Radiolab, PRI's The World, Deutsche Welle Radio, and a number of NPR affiliate stations. In the
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past few months I've started to realize I really have become a “real” independent radio
producer, and I'm excited for the opportunities to come.
When it comes down to it, my reasons for loving public radio are largely selfish. Contributing to it is the most
personally satisfying thing I've ever done. Sure, at least a few days a month the downsides of the business
(inconsistent paychecks, diminishing outlets for independent work, the stress of constantly being on the search
for my next gig) seem to outweigh the upsides. But the rest of the time I'm ridiculously in love with what I do. I
get to visit interesting people I'd never usually meet and ask them questions I'd never usually feel comfortable
asking. I get to write scripts to construct stories in the way I think they should be told. I get to manipulate
everyday sound clips into art. And I get to feel like I really own my journalism by having my own voice present it
on the radio. But there are other reasons I value public radio beyond my personal fulfillment. Radio is the
technological manifestation of humanity's oldest mode of storytelling – people talking to other people. You can
accuse NPR of leaning left, and many certainly have, but I still believe public radio is the most balanced news
source available. Lastly, the most unique part of public radio to me is that it presents people in action, either
reporting or verite, so that listeners can share in the journalist's learning experience as if they were right
alongside them.
The PRPD conference was just the career energy shot I needed last month. I met fellow young independent
producers who reminded me I'm not the only one struggling to get in to the business and inspired me with their
innovative and impassioned work. I attended seminars that presented examples of the kind of radio I'd like to
strive to produce. Perhaps most wonderfully, I met independent radio veterans who assured me it is possible to
make a lifelong career from this work, and gave me some of the most sound and direct professional advice I've
yet to receive. The conference strengthened my conviction that if I continue with such confidence in my work,
and diligence to pushing myself, I'm going to succeed in this business.
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Atecia Robinson
Age 20
Lutz, FL
WMNF 88.5 Community Radio
News Reporter & Drive Time News producer
“How do producers survive in public radio, especially with the state of the
economy? Why it is that public radio programming is so limited in what it puts
out from the station? Why haven’t the waves of public radio programming
been able to reach a younger generation like myself who is twenty-one-yearsold? For years I have listened to commercial radio and could identify the
voice and style of commercial radio personalities in my area. Why didn’t more
people of African American, Hispanic culture and teens know anything aboutor listen to stations like WMNF?”
Public Radio is something I could say I sort of fell into and loved it. I am
currently a senior majoring in Mass Communications at the University of
South Florida in Tampa. As a print and magazine journalism sequence most
of the experience I’ve had stems from internships at magazines in Miami, Fl.
As I progressed in my major I started to freelance at places such as Creative
Loafing and the Dunedin Patch newspaper in Tampa.
I started listening to WMNF when I began my sophomore year in college
because of a friend who sort of “put me on” to public radio programming. I started to explore other stations
mainly NPR and listened to “Car Talk.” It gave me a bit of pleasure and motivation to drive 35 minutes to my
job after a long day at school.
When I say sort of fell into public radio, it kind of is really just like that. I attended an event by WMNF
Community Radio a year and a half ago through my outgoing personality, met Randy Wynn and Rob Lorei.
They are the current stations manager and news director at WMNF. As we talked about what we did, I became
more and more interested in the station and learning about radio.
A week later there I was volunteering in the news room and now I work as a part-time news reporter and
producer for the Drive-Time News. So far working in radio has been a great experience and I now actually
prefer it over print media. I like going out and talking to people and capturing the sound of their voice rather
than taking notes. I’ve also liked the creativity of radio and the relaxed writing style that radio scripts have
compared to print.
When I found out about the AIR Media scholarship through the station’s engineer I was excited to apply for it
and hoped I would be one of the people picked. There was one question on the application that made me think
more about an aspect of public radio and how it related to the station where I worked.
How do producers survive in public radio, especially with the state of the economy? Why it is that public radio
programming is so limited in what it puts out from the station? Why haven’t the waves of public radio
programming been able to reach a younger generation like myself who is twenty-one-years-old? For years I
have listened to commercial radio and could identify the voice and style of commercial radio personalities in my
area. Why didn’t more people of African American, Hispanic culture and teens know anything about- or listen to
stations like WMNF?
I am hoping that next year our station will be able to afford to send some of the upcoming producers from our
station to the PRPD conference. In the case of my station about half of the employees work on a volunteer
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basis. Earlier this year Gov. Rick Scott cut over $4 million from Florida’s budget which
affected the amount of money community stations such as WMNF received. Because they weren’t able to pay
great producers some ended up leaving because they can’t afford to continue doing their jobs and not get paid
for it. If programming changed at WMNF, I think that bring in more donations to the station rather than what
they already get from current listeners.
Attending the PRPD Conference was a blessing. When I left I was eager to come back to my station and
maybe not question those of senior level status about the way they do things, but I it made me think about how
I could create a program at WMNF that would appeal to a younger generation like myself.
I would advise any young person interested in a career in public radio and especially those already working in
it to attend the conference. One person I met that will be useful in my continuation in public radio was Joel
Meyer from WNYC, WQXR and The Greene Space radio. After graduating school this year I would like to
move back closer to my family in New York. He was able to connect me with some people from stations in New
York so I will be able to intern with them this winter and hopefully thereafter gain an entry level producing
position.
The presentation “Q” sparked ideas for me about how to become successful in public radio. It was interesting
to see that he did not stick to only one topic. He talked about politics, music, fashion culture, books and more
on his program. Being able to capture the attention of his audience with one guest for at least an hour was
special.
I haven’t joined Air yet, but I definitely plan to soon. Thanks so much to Air Media for giving me a New voices
Scholarship or I would not have been able to go to the conference and Erin Mishkin for guiding all the news
voices through the admission process.
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Yowei Shaw
Age 23
Philadelphia, PA
Independent producer
“Despite the economy, my mother’s constant worrying, and years of
certain under-appreciation to come, I continue to produce public radio
because it is one of the only things I still believe can make a difference
on a large scale. We are one of the most trusted sources of news and
entertainment out there, consistently providing fair, in-depth coverage,
unheard perspectives, and unusual stories. We help combat the
disinformation and ugly black-and-white politics of today. We show the
humanity of all people and provide listeners with a deeper understanding
of today’s issues, through real voices, connection, and impacted lives.
Our main charge is to provide this service for a larger and more diverse
audience, to make sure we cover all communities fairly. Luckily, the
system has the talent and drive to meet the challenge head on – we just
need to get a chance.”
My story begins – like so many others in public radio – with an unpaid
internship. In sophomore year of college, I was studying politics, power, and policy-making in Washington, D.C.
and getting some real life work experience at a progressive think tank. Every morning, my job was to comb the
news for negative stories about Republicans and conservatives and then to write salacious, snarky articles for
our website. Make no mistake – this was 2008 and we were at war, in more ways than one. Small town mayor
caught molesting children? Score! (Just make sure to call and confirm he’s a Republican.) To drown out the
noise, I started listening to public radio on the job and it quickly became my only refuge from a dark, dirty world
where polemics and disinformation reigned high and fair, in-depth analysis was for suckers. With public radio, I
learned how other people in the world think, live, and dream. I learned how to listen again and what it felt like to
be respected as an intelligent listener able to come to my own conclusions.
Today, it seems more than slightly ironic that what first drew me to public media is the main complaint of its
current naysayers. Public radio is white, liberal, middle-aged, upper middle-class – did I mention unfairly liberal
and left-leaning? Now that I’ve joined the public media landscape as an independent audio producer and youth
radio educator, I see how parts of this stereotype hold true and present challenges in my own career. Though
I’m grateful for the opportunities I’ve had to cut my production and reporting chops in local public radio, I
recognize what a privilege it is to take an unpaid internship and the diversity of voices who can’t. This is in
large part why I created Philly Youth Radio, a project that provides young people from under-resourced
schools and communities with the tools and training to produce their own radio stories. But when local public
radio gatekeepers don’t return my calls about airing compelling, well-produced (and free!) youth radio, I know
there is still much room in public media to grow.
The 2011 Public Radio Programming Conference confirmed the basis for many of these gripes as I
commiserated with other producers and heard again and again at panels the need for public media to seriously
change things up. More importantly though, the conference recharged me and my passion for telling stories
through sound. I was completely over-stimulated in Baltimore. It was my first radio conference and my first time
meeting with so many like-minded creative, talented producers. In Baltimore, I finally discovered what it felt like
to find my tribe – working on pitches with strangers at the train stop, spinning daydreams about the future of
public radio over coffee, sneaking down escalators to see the sharks as the final conference party closes down
at the aquarium. Public radio superstars Jay Allison, Jad Abumrad, and Ira Glass challenged and re-inspired
me as I knew they would. And so did the several producers I met who are pioneering brave, cutting-edge
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projects. The program directors didn’t disappoint either! To meet decision makers in
public radio who are friendly and willing to hear new ideas was a refreshing, much-needed experience. After
the conference, I’m already in conversation with one such program director about how to involve more young
people in public radio. Contact points between independent producers and program directors are usually
fleeting and rare, which makes conferences like this so essential.
Despite the economy, my mother’s constant worrying, and years of certain under-appreciation to come, I
continue to produce public radio because it is one of the only things I still believe can make a difference on a
large scale. We are one of the most trusted sources of news and entertainment out there, consistently
providing fair, in-depth coverage, unheard perspectives, and unusual stories. We help combat the
disinformation and ugly black-and-white politics of today. We show the humanity of all people and provide
listeners with a deeper understanding of today’s issues, through real voices, connection, and impacted lives.
Our main charge is to provide this service for a larger and more diverse audience, to make sure we cover all
communities fairly. Luckily, the system has the talent and drive to meet the challenge head on – we just need
to get a chance.
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David Weinberg
Age 29
St. Louis, MO
Independent producer
“As an independent producer I have very little contact with program
directors. On my fridge is a weekly schedule for my local NPR. When I look
at the long rectangular blocks that make up the shows I think about the
program director’s decision to purchase and schedule the content I hear
every day on my radio. And this was pretty much the only time I thought
about what a program director does.
When my local station decided to pick up The Moth Radio Hour I silently
commended the program director. Every day at 6:30 when my station
reruns the first half hour of All Things Considered I think of all the great
stories, shows and podcasts out there that I could be listening to instead
and I silently castigate the program director for not being more creative with
the schedule. Other then these moments when I thought about the
shadowy figure in an office somewhere arranging blocks on a calendar I
rarely thought much at all about the role program directors play in my work as an independent.”
I decided that I wanted to be a radio producer after hearing Scott Carrier’s “The Test.” So, I followed the Carrier
model for how to break into radio: I bought a recorder and a tiny lavaliere mic, which I clipped to the inside of
my shirt and started hitchhiking around the world and recording obsessively. I headed south into Mexico and
Central America, working briefly as a bartender in a town called Puerto Escondido. Then I traveled to upstate
New York where I made recordings as a wilderness guide at a summer camp, leading excitable adolescent
boys into caves that once hid barrels of whiskey during Prohibition. In the beginning, my microphone was really
just an excuse to go on an adventure. It wasn’t until four years after I had set out to become an independent
producer that I sat down and looked at my shoeboxes full of minidiscs and decided that I should learn how to
edit tape.
I started submitting stories to Transom. The first piece I did was a mess. I was trying to tell the story of a period
in my life when I was working in a perfume factory in Queens. At the time I was sleeping in Central Park after
the wealthy family I had been staying with on the Upper East Side kicked me out because I smelled—an
unfortunate reaction of my body to the factory chemicals. I was the only employee who wasn’t Haitian. It was
during the Republican National Convention when the city was packed with protestors and I felt like there was
some profound connection between the factory and the protests. It was an exciting time and I had some good
tape but it didn’t add up to anything coherent. That was when I really started to understand the components
necessary to producing a good story. I continued to submit work to Transom. With each rejection letter came
editorial feedback and slowly I started to improve.
I wound up in New Orleans where I walked into WWOZ and convinced them to let me do a story for their
weekly series, “Street Talk.” After the station manager heard my story it became a regular gig.
In April of ‘08 my first national story aired on Weekend America. It was about my friend Epi Lopez, a Mexican
drug smuggler who, after spending sixteen years in prison, got a job as a janitor at a theatre and after a
fortuitous series of events ended up starring in a musical playing the part of a Mexican drug dealer. A few
months later Scott Carrier helped me get my first story on NPR, a piece for Day to Day about a couple of
bartenders trying to break a world land speed record with a car that had been destroyed by Katrina.
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Then Weekend America and Day to Day got cancelled. And with station budgets
drying up making a living as an independent has been a challenge. But hey, who needs health insurance.
I wasn’t really sure what to expect from the PRPD when I found out I was a recipient of the New Voices
scholarship. As an independent producer I have very little contact with program directors. On my fridge is a
weekly schedule for my local NPR. When I look at the long rectangular blocks that make up the shows I think
about the program director’s decision to purchase and schedule the content I hear every day on my radio. And
this was pretty much the only time I thought about what a program director does.
When my local station decided to pick up The Moth Radio Hour I silently commended the program director.
Every day at 6:30 when my station reruns the first half hour of All Things Considered I think of all the great
stories, shows and podcasts out there that I could be listening to instead and I silently castigate the program
director for not being more creative with the schedule. Other then these moments when I thought about the
shadowy figure in an office somewhere arranging blocks on a calendar I rarely thought much at all about the
role program directors play in my work as an independent.
But then I found myself in a large room with several hundred program directors from around the country. It was
the opening presentation of the conference--a talk by Jad Abumrad. His message: Change or die. After several
days of talking wit program directors I am starting to realize how crucial they are to creating a home for new
work.
I had an opportunity at this year’s PRPD to pitch a story at the pitch panel. It was an invaluable experience. Not
just pitching in person but watching live conversations between editors and producers helped me better
understand the way editors read a pitch. I often struggle with pitching. In fact the story I pitched at the panel
had already been rejected. But because I had the opportunity to talk through my pitch, answer questions and
explain things my story has been brought back from the grave.
I am continuing my conversation with Laura Bertrand about producing this story for NPR and I was approached
in the hallway by the senior producer of a radio show who encouraged me to pitch her stories as well. I would
never have thought to pitch to this particular show. I’m looking forward to developing new relationships with
shows which would not have happened without attending PRPD.
I definitely left the conference feeling hopeful that program directors are starting to recognize the value of the
new generation of producers finding their voice on the radio. Now if only I could get some health insurance.
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